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WELCOME

Introduction
A snapshot of how teams at the University of Cambridge have been using digital platforms to share
information during 2020

• Results of LinkedIn survey
• Presenters:
• Gill Currie
• Petra Georgoulis Hluzova
• Paula Bibby
Feedback: Why have you joined this meeting? Please add your comments to the
chat box and we’ll go through them at the end

Results of survey
We asked: what platforms are you using for formal and informal communications at your Institutions?
You answered: 32 respondents:
•
•
•
•
•

EMBL-EBI (6)
Babraham Institute (2)
Wellcome Sanger Institute (3)
Rothamsted Research
ARU- Research and Innovation Development
Office

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Department of Oncology, (UCam) (2)
Plant Sciences (UCam)
Psychology, (UCam) (2)
Wellcome-MRC Cambridge Stem Cell Institute
Department of Chemistry, (UCam)
UIS, (UCam)
Faculty of Education (UCam)
ROO, (UCam) (2)
Milner Therapeutics Institute
NIHR School for Public Health Research
Department of Engineering / Cambridge
University Libraries
• CRUK CI (2)

Other
LifeSize and GoogleMeets
LifeSize
Bespoke platform designed for large events
GoToMeeting, Skype, LifeSizeRooms
starleaf, google meet
WhatsApp

Other
Large Symposia and seminar series
Action Sharing, Whole team/cross team instant broadcast messages
Trello I use the boards to organise my to do lists
interviews
Work tracker and Project Management
Project Management
Team building

Other Comments
Slack would be preference
I look forward to hearing what platforms everyone else at the meeting
use.
An informal forum would be great to exchange information/ask for
advise from colleagues across institution.
I would be keen to support efforts around this as much as possible.
Please get in touch if there is anything I can do.
KE possibly via Yammer, Slack, Teams?

CRAN forum
• Which platform should this be hosted on? How should it be
governed/structured?
• Please add your comments/questions to the chat box and we will
discuss at the end.

University structure

Full list of all University of Cambridge departments:
https://www.cam.ac.uk/colleges-and-departments/department-a-z

Operational Estate Facts & Figures 2018/19:
https://www.em.admin.cam.ac.uk/what-we-do/annual-report-and-facts-figures

CRUK CC staff locations
Jeffrey Cheah Biomedical Centre
Dept of Biochemistry, Tennis Court Road
2
1
CRUK Cambridge Institute
Hutchison/MRC Research Centre

10
6

Strangeways Research Laboratories
2

1

Cambridge Cancer Trials Centre, S4

1
Breast Cancer Research Unit

1
1

Dept of Oncology, R4

2

Dept of Radiology, Level 5

Dept of Pathology, Level 3

CRUKCC use of Wrike
•
•
•
•
•

Used pre 2020
Set deadlines
Delegation of ‘tasks’
Shared working space
Chat space (social and
non social)

• Cons – no video
calling
• Have widely adopted
use of Teams for
internal meetings and
Zoom for external
meetings
www.wrike.com

Chat box feedback
How can we take this forward in CRAN and stay
connected?

LinkedIn group is already up and running – please
join and use to contact other CRAN members
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/8968606/

RESEARCH GRANTS ADMINISTRATION UoC

Digital collaboration tools
Three examples

© Eoin O'Sullivan
https://www.ifm.eng.cam.ac.uk/research/gran
t-writers-handbook/cartoons/

Petra Georgoulis Hluzova, Department of Psychology
ph344@cam.ac.uk

RESEARCH GRANTS ADMINISTRATION UoC

Digital collaboration tools
Three examples
Yammer
Research Grants
Administration
Group

• Created in November 2019, 160 members
• Connects departments, central Research Office and anyone
involved in UoC Research Grants Administration
• Enables networking, advertise events, share information,
knowledge, encourage best practice

EXPERIENCE SO FAR
Advantages:
• Potential to fulfil all above and more, reach large audience
Disadvantages:
• Not everyone is comfortable to actively share in such a big
group
• Requires several active members and active collaboration to
provide regular supply of useful and interesting information
to keep the group active – the biggest challenge!

RESEARCH GRANTS ADMINISTRATION UoC

Digital collaboration tools
Three examples
Teams
Research Grants Administration Peer
Support Group
School of Biological Sciences

• Created in March 2020, 40 members
• Connects grants administrators from the School of Biological
Sciences
• Functions as an important peer support network, enables
share of knowledge, experience, information, discussions,
problem solving within the Team, sharing of ideas
EXPERIENCE SO FAR
Advantages:
• Fast access to knowledge and support of all members
• Relaxed and smaller environment compared to Yammer
• Using different channels allows better structure
• Easy group meetings or 1:1 face to face chats (very useful)
• Majority of members are actively involved

Disadvantages: I can’t think of any.

RESEARCH GRANTS ADMINISTRATION UoC

Digital collaboration tools
Three examples
Teams
Research Grants Administration
Department of Psychology

•

Created in March 2020, 3 members

•

Shared work environment

•

Used for collaboration on day to day tasks
EXPERIENCE SO FAR

We are still experimenting with what Teams can offer and
what works for us. So far favourites: sharing of files, use of
forms, OneNote, video calls, chatting.
Example: Easily accessible form ‘Intention to apply for a
grant’ either via link or via QR code. This form is used by our
researchers to inform us of their intention to apply for a grant
and provide us with basic information we need to start the
process of any grant application. All submitted forms are
stored in an excel file. This file is shared in the team and
therefore always up to date.

TRY ME

Great advantage: Access from any mobile phone, easy face
to face chats.

Thank you

Research Facilitator – Dept. of Biochemistry
Based at one of the largest Departments within the School of Biological Science
• Strategic targeting of funding sources and opportunities
• Developing and critiquing proposals with academic colleagues for
trusts and foundations
• Developing inter/multidisciplinary research collaborations
• Knowledge Transfer
• Industrial and international partnerships
• Fellowship programme manager

Research Operations Office

Purpose: Introduce new policy and
guidelines
No. of participants 80 -100
Advantages: Increase in
participants attending - recordings
are made available after meeting
Disadvantages: Q&A session is
more challenging, it is difficult to
clarify detail in chat. Miss the
opportunity for informal networking

Teams Live Events
Open to all Research Grants Admin

Knowledge Transfer Network
Purpose: Sharing information
across the University, bringing
together central offices, Research
Initiatives, Cambridge Enterprise,
Departments, Institutes and
Schools.
No. of participants 30-50

Advantages: Utilised chat
function, inclusive of contributions
from all, aids networking
Disadvantages: Miss water cooler
moments, moved to short term
focus as planning for the unknown.

Teams
Knowledge Transfer Network

Department

Purpose: connecting Research
Grants admin team, internal
seminars, co-ordinating large
equipment and fellowship
applications.
Advantages: enabled COVID19
research, overall increase in
attendance of meetings.
Disadvantages: less opportunity
for informal relationships
between research groups or
serendipitous discussion. Not
always fully present in the
meeting

Groupthink

Facilitating digital meetings

Make sure everyone has the opportunity to speak
Be mindful of hierarchy structures and cultural perspectives
which could impact the confidence of colleagues to speak
out.
Invite others to offer their perspective and encourage risk taking
Allow time for reflection, reach out after the meeting and find
a way to recreate water cooler moments
Zoom fatigue – length of meeting

Using data to aid networking
How can we improve? What works for you?

